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Counting the Days
Rabbi David A. Cantor

| Temple Beth Shalom

With Shavu’ot comes
anticipation and anxiety:
anticipation, because of
the counting of the Omer;
anxiety, for the same reason.
And you shall count
you from the morrow
of the sabbath, from
the day you bring the
elevation sheaf, seven
whole weeks shall they
be. Until the morrow of the seventh sabbath
you shall count fifty days, and you shall bring
forward a new grain offering to the LORD.
(Leviticus 23:15-16, Robert Alter trans.)
The anticipation flows from the nature of the
counting: if, every evening, one makes a ceremony
of counting the day with a blessing, a sense of
anticipation will begin to develop, waiting for
that fiftieth day, Shavu’ot, where we celebrate our
receiving of God’s Torah. The anxiety flows from
the rules governing the ceremony: if one forgets to
count a day, one is no longer authorized to count
the rest of the days with the blessing. It is the only
mitzvah that carries with it a penalty for noncompliance: if one neglects any other mitzvah, the
Tradition’s response is “try again next time.”
The day is counted with a blessing: Praised are
you, LORD our God, who has sanctified us with
commandments, and commanded us to regarding

the counting of the Omer. Ironically, we are blessing
our counting, not counting our blessings.
This year has brought a new kind of anticipation,
anxiety, and counting of days for me and, I suspect,
for many others. Will I contract the disease? How
many days has it been since the stay-at-home
order was imposed? How many days until my
appointment to be vaccinated? Will I manage to
avoid infection between now and then? How many
days until June 15, when (at the time of writing) the
stay-at-home order is due to be lifted?
In Temple times, at the end of the counting of the
Omer, the Israelites would bring a basket of first
fruits to the Temple, present it to the priest, and say,
My father was an Aramean about to perish,
and he went down to Egypt, and he sojourned
there with a few people, and he became there
a great and mighty and multitudinous nation.
And the Egyptians did evil to us and abused
us and set upon us hard labor. And we cried
out to the LORD God of our fathers, and the
LORD heard our voice and saw our abuse and
our trouble and our oppression. And the LORD
brought us out from Egypt with a strong hand
and with an outstretched arm and with great
terror and with signs and with portents. And
He brought us to this place and gave us this
land, a land flowing with milk and honey.
And now, look, I have brought the first yield
of the fruit of the soil that You gave me, LORD.

(Deuteronomy 26:5-10, Robert Alter trans.)
June 15 has been set aside as the date for our
collective return to normal. Perhaps we should be

Raymond Brown | CFO, Jewish Long Beach

and challenge the status quo. Having opportunities for
learning and discourse like this program are crucial in
the work to dismantle systemic racism, and I left the
program feeling energized by the comaraderie of the
Greater Long Beach community and the motivation of
all who attended to continue doing the work to fight
for racial justice.

This year has brought a new
kind of anticipation, anxiety,
and counting of days . . .
counting down The Return: “Today is so many days
until June 15 when we will return to normal.” On
June 15, what will be the declaration that we should
make to mark the occasion?
I was a person who was free to wander.
With the arrival of the novel coronavirus the
government imposed a stay-at-home order
and I was subject to rules of social distancing.
By the miracle of science a vaccine was
developed that could prevent infection by the
disease. When my turn came I was vaccinated,
and the government began to lift restrictions
in stages. Now on this date of returning to
normal I will celebrate my freedom.
At the end of your counting of the days of social
distancing and physical isolation, how will you
celebrate? Will you bless the ending of the counting
of days or count your blessings? What will be the
fruits of your experience?

Accomplice or Ally?
Multiple Authors

The 30th Annual California Conference for
Equality and Justice (CCEJ) Interfaith/Intercultural
Breakfast, like all events during this pandemic,
was held virtually. The robust networking that
usually takes place before, during and after this
annual gathering, was accommodated through
Zoom breakout rooms. As in years past, the keynote
speaker’s presentation was not to be missed. Dr.
Leah Gunning Francis spoke on “Activating Racial
Justice: Leaning into a Hope-filled Future.” Jewish
Long Beach helped sponsor the event.
Rabbi Howard O. Laibson | Board Chair, CCEJ

The CCEJ Board and staff were hoping to reach up
to 300 people “Zooming in” to the program. As good
fortune would have it, there were 311 individual
log-ins, with viewers from Southern California, and
also from the San Francisco area, Chicago, Indiana,
Virginia and New Jersey!
Dr. Francis, is a seminary professor from the
Chicago area. She spoke beautifully of the need for
people to move from being allies of those seeking
equal rights and protections under the law, toward
becoming “accomplices” on behalf of racial justice.
Many people indicated that this was a very powerful
moment for them. Following her presentation, we
were all sent to breakout rooms for small group
discussions, which constituted the second most
appreciated part of the program.
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I’ve attended several interfaith breakfasts in my
time, but this was my first CCEJ breakfast. As a virtual
Zoom breakfast meeting, it meant a bowl of Cap’n
Crunch and Keurig coffee, but the event itself was
wonderful. It was a nice touch that the organizers
personalized the large turnout, and allowed us to see
a “gallery view” of all those in attendance.
The keynote speaker Dr. Leah Gunning Francis’.
passionate, articulate speech urged me and all
listeners to continue talking and engaging with
others on the subject of racial equality. But even more
importantly, we were charged with moving from
being mere allies of the cause, to being accomplices
of racial equality and justice. While the attendees of
the breakfast were muted so as not to detract from
the speaker, the Zoom chat responses displaying on
the screen clearly showed that Dr. Francis’ message
had resonated with our group. It was a powerful
message, and one that I needed to hear.

Melanie Edwards | Manager of Marketing and Outreach,
Jewish Long Beach

It was evident that the CCEJ invested significant
time and resources to ensure the success of this virtual
program, using breakout rooms to allow participants
to connect with one another and reflect on the
program together. Dr. Leah Gunning Francis spoke
of the need to move from ally to accomplice, to use
the power and privilege one may have, to take action

Rabbi Scott Fox | Temple Israel Long Beach

It was a powerful morning, coming together in
fellowship and finding solidarity among and across
communities for the sacred work of equality. It was
a new experience for me to join the CCEJ in their
powerful work and I was overjoyed to meet and
share the time and project with them. I look forward
to doing more of this work together.

Carol A. Beckerman | Editorial Coordinator, Chronicle

I have been to several Interfaith Breakfasts and
they never fail to inspire me. This year’s presentation
by Dr. Francis has really left its mark. Whether it is the
timing of her speech during this global awakening to
the biases we all carry, or the speaker herself, I find
myself coming back again and again to Accomplices
versus Allies. I think in my youth I was more of an
accomplice and over the years drifted into the lane of
an ally. Reawakening my awareness to the difference
between the two in our collective striving for a more
equal society, inspires me to live a more conscious life.

